SWIM SPA TREATMENT
Always premix swim spa treatment in 4 litres of fresh water. Pour the mixture around the perimeter of the spa. Run all spa jets for five minutes to distribute
product evenly. Instructions and dosage rates are based on an average sized swim spa (5000L - 6000L)
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New swim spas & new users: add two bottles of “spa prep” and
follow the bottle’s label instructions, except that swim spas do not
require the garden hose “pre-filter”.
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Rinse spa filters and filter sleeves weekly using clean water and a
good spray nozzle. Monthly: remove spa filters and filter sleeves,
soak in clean water and five cups of white vinegar overnight. Rinse
well and reinstall before using spa.
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Ph: new users and/or new spas, maintain a water ph of 7.6 For the
first three months. After three months stop adjusting ph, let the
water balance it self. Use any traditional ph up/down product along
with test strips for this process.

Add 15mL (0.5 oz) of swim spa treatment to water for the initial dose.
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Every two weeks thereafter: add 7.5mL (0.25 oz) of swim spa
treatment to spa water. (Reduce or skip dosage if swim spa is not
used regularly or not at all during the prior two week period.)
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Install a clear choice filter sleeve on swim spa cartridge filter for
best results.

FILTER SLEEVE INSTRUCTIONS
The Filter Sleeve enhances the filtering efficiency of the standard
cartridge filter in your spa. It is designed to work with our Natural
Swim Spa Water Treatment System.

FILTER SLEEVE

DIRECTIONS: Remove the spa cartridge filter from your spa. Wrap the
Filter Sleeve around the spa cartridge filter and secure it firmly with
the attached fabric ties. Reinstall the unit in your spa.
The Filter Sleeve is designed to fit most spa cartridge filters. The
sleeve is based on area coverage and may or may not cover your
entire spa cartridge filter.
Clean the Filter Sleeve weekly by spraying with high pressure water
from your sink or garden hose.
Monthly: Soak the sleeve in 1 cup of white vinegar for 1 hour, rinse
well and then reinstall in spa.
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If you have any questions please contact us on our toll-free number 1300 866 147 or visit our website.
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